Abstract Within the framework of the direct approach to the theory of plates the configurational forces are introduced taking into account the transverse shear stiffness. Their applications to plates made of non-homogeneous materials such as laminates, functionally graded materials, two-phase materials, etc., are discussed. The basic items of the applied theory of plates are related to the formulation of all balances for a deformable directed surface and to the specification of the constitutive equations. The variational principle of the total energy is established for plates assuming the presence of a variable surface singular curve. The surface singular curve separates the parts of the plate with different material properties. The continuity conditions at the singular curve are obtained. The energy-momentum tensor is constructed. Equilibrium and quasistatic motion of the surface singular curve are investigated on the base of the proposed kinetic equation. As an example of application of configurational forces we present the model of the deformation of a plate made of a material undergoing phase transitions (e.g., a shape memory alloy).
Introduction
The concept of the configurational force is useful in continuum mechanics as was shown in [13, 18, 20, 26, 29] among others. Configuration forces arise from the consideration of motion of defects in the continuous medium. Generally, the nature of defects may be different. Here we consider a defect as a singular curve which separates the parts of a plate consisting of different phases that means, we consider the equilibrium of plates made of materials undergoing phase transitions. The phase transitions (PT) of martensitic type are very important in the mechanics of materials. In particular, PT are responsible for the shape memory effect in some materials, see, e.g., [8, 23] . Mechanics of solids with PT has been developed in a number of papers and books, see for instance [1, 7, 8, 16-18, 23, 24] .
The growing interest to understanding of the behavior of such two-dimensional structures as thin films, plates and shells made of shape memory alloys and other materials undergoing PT is based on the perspective applications of these structures for design of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The mechanics of martensititic thin films was discussed, for example, in [8, 9, 19] . Let us note that experiments on shape memory alloys are usually performed with thin-walled samples, for example rectangular plates [8, 12, 27] .
Within the dynamically and kinematically exact theory of shells presented in [11, 25] , the equilibrium conditions as well as the continuity conditions for quasistatic deformations of elastic thin-walled structures (plates and shells) undergoing PT of the martensitic type were formulated in [14, 15, 28] . By analogy to the threedimensional case, in the two-dimensional theory of shells a singular surface curve was taken as the phase boundary in the shell. For the two-phase shells the Eshelby's (energy-momentum) tensor was introduced in [14] . From the point of view of configurational mechanics this tensor represents the configurational (or driving) force acting on the phase interface. Thus, the tensor is responsible for its motion. The configurational forces were investigated considering the theory of elastic beams in [20] [21] [22] while for the elastic plates in [10, 20] , respectively.
Following [14, 28] we obtain here the equilibrium conditions at the phase interface applying the 5-parametric theory of plates presented in [4] [5] [6] . The two-phase plate is considered as some material surface consisting of two material phases divided by a sufficiently smooth surface curve. Below the following items are discussed. Considering [4-6, 30, 31] in Section 2 we recall the governing equations of the linear theory of plates based on the direct approach. Here we also introduce both the static and the kinematic compatibility conditions at the curvilinear phase boundary. In Section 3 we formulate the variational principle of stationarity of the total energy functional taking into account the variable surface singular curve. From the variational principle we deduce the additional thermodynamic equilibrium continuity condition satisfied at the phase interface curve. This condition is written using the energy-momentum tensor µ. In Section 4 we assume the kinetic equation describing the motion of the phase interface curve during the quasistatic deformation processes of the two-phase plate. As an example the tension of a two-phase rectangular plate is briefly discussed in Section 5.
Basic Equations of the Direct Theory of Plates
Let us assume the geometrically and physically linear plate theory based on the socalled direct approach. In this case one states a two-dimensional deformable surface. On each part of this deformable surface forces and moments are acting -they are 
the primary variables. The next step is the introduction of the deformation measures. Finally, it is necessary to interlink the forces and the moments with the deformation variables (constitutive equations). Such a plate theory is formulated by a more natural way in comparison with the other approaches because it is so strong and so exact as the three-dimensional continuum mechanics. But the identification of the stiffness and other parameters is a non-trivial problem and must be realized for each class of plates individually.
In the considered theory of plates we make two basic assumptions:
The plate (homogeneous or inhomogeneous in transverse direction) can be represented by a deformable surface M ( Figure 1 ). Assumption 2: Each material point is an infinitesimal rigid body with 5 degrees of freedom (3 translations and 2 rotations).
In addition, the theory presented here is limited by small displacements and rotations and the quadratic strain energy density assumptions. The equilibrium equations and the kinematic equations are given by the relations
Here T, M are the tensors of forces and moments, q, m are the surface load vectors (forces and moments), T × is the vector invariant of the force tensor, ∇ is the nabla operator, v = u · a, w = u · n, u, ϕ are the vectors of displacements and rotations, and (. . .) T denotes transposed. a is the first metric tensor, n is the unit normal vector, c = −a × n is the discriminant tensor, , γ and κ are the tensor of in-plane strains, the vector of transverse shear strains and the tensor of the out-of-plane strains, respectively. In the case of an orthotropic material behavior and a plane mid-surface we assume the following strain energy and constitutive equations
A, B, C are 4th rank tensors, Γ is a 2nd rank tensor expressing the effective stiffness properties. They depend on the material properties and the cross-section geometry
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and given by the relations [31]
where a 1 = a = e 1 e 1 + e 2 e 2 , a 2 = e 1 e 1 − e 2 e 2 , a 3 = c = e 1 e 2 − e 2 e 1 , a 4 = e 1 e 2 + e 2 e 1 , and e 1 , e 2 are unit basis vectors of an orthonormal coordinate system. In addition, one obtains the orthogonality condition for the a i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
where ·· is the double inner (dot) product. N 0 , M 0 are the tensors of the initial inplane forces and moments, Q 0 is the vector of the initial shear forces, while W 0 is the initial value of the strain energy. The identification of the effective stiffness tensors A, B, C and Γ should be performed on the base of the properties of the real material. Let us assume the Hooke's law with material properties which depend on the normal coordinate z. The identification of the effective properties can be performed with the help of static boundary value problems (two-dimensional, three-dimensional) and the comparison of the forces and moments (in the sense of averaged stresses or stress resultants). Finally, we get the following expressions for the classical stiffness tensor components [2] [3] [4] (A 11 ; −B 13 ; C 33 ) = 1 4
(A 12 ; −B 23 = B 14 ; −C 34 ) = 1 4
where . . . is the integral over the plate thickness h, while E 1 , E 2 , ν 12 , ν 21 , G 12 are the elastic moduli of the orthotropic bulk material. In addition, two non-classical stiffness are obtained
Here η 2 and λ 2 are the smallest non-zero eigen-values of Sturm-Liouville problems
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and
Here f and l are external force and couple vectors acting along the part S f of the boundary of the plate S = S f ∪ S u ≡ ∂M, while u 0 and ϕ 0 are given functions describing the displacements and rotation of the plate boundary S u , respectively. ν is the unit normal vector to S (ν · n = 0). The relations (8) and (9) are the static and kinematic boundary conditions, respectively. Other mixed types of boundary conditions are possible. For example, the simple support boundary conditions corresponding to a hinge are given by
Here τ is the unit tangent vector to S (τ · n = τ · ν = 0). Let us consider the two-phase plate consisting of a material undergoing the phase transformations. In this case the plate is modeled by the surface M = M A ∪ M B , where M A,B are surfaces consisting of phases A and B, respectively. The phase interface is a smooth curve C separating the surfaces M A,B (Figure 1) .
The curvilinear phase interfaces in plates can be either coherent or incoherent in rotations, see [14] . For the coherent interface both fields u and ϕ are supposed to be continuous at
where double square brackets denote a jump of discontinuity across C:
The phase interface is called incoherent in rotations if only u is continuous at C but the continuity of ϕ may be violated. In this case the condition (10) 1 is still satisfied, but (10) 2 may be violated.
Variation Principle of Total Energy
Following [14] we obtain the phase equilibrium conditions along the phase interface curve C using the variational principle
where E is the functional of the total energy, W A,B are the strain energies corresponding to the phases A, B, and A ext is the functional of external loads. We assume that δA ext is given by the relation
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where δu and δϕ are variations of u and ϕ, respectively. Let us note that δu and δϕ satisfy the kinematic relations
as well as the continuity conditions along C. For the coherent interface the continuity conditions are
where V is the virtual velocity of C, see [14] , while for the phase interfaces incoherent in rotations the continuity conditions reduce to the relation (14) 1 . The variation of E is given by
where
Using Eqs (13), (14) from Eq. (11) 1 one obtains the equilibrium equations (1), the static boundary conditions (8) as well as the following general continuity condition to be satisfied at the interface C:
The balance equation on the phase interface C following from Eq. (16) consist of both the static balance equations and the so-called thermodynamical balance equation which is necessary for the determination of C. For the coherent interface the static balance equations are
while the thermodynamical balance equation is given by
For the phase interface incoherent in rotations from the variational principle we obtain the following continuity conditions along C:
] · ν represents the configurational (or driving) force acting on C and responsible for its motion for non-equilibrium deformations.
Kinetic Equation
Let us consider quasistatic deformation process, where the equilibrium conditions (1), (8) and (17) are satisfied while the ν · [[µ]] · ν = 0 is not. For the quasi-static process we obtain the formula
Here F is the configurational force acting on the phase boundary, while V is the velocity of C. By analogy to three-dimensional case [1] Eq. (19) leads to the kinetic equation describing the propagation of C
with a non-negative definite kinetic function k. In the theory of elasticity the kinetic equations of the type (19) were discussed in a number of papers and monographs, see for example [1, 7, 8, 17, 18, 24] . The equation (19) can also be regarded as a constitutive relation consistent with the thermodynamic requirement dE/dt ≤ 0. Following [1] , let us assume k(ς) in the form
Here F 0 describes effects associated with the nucleation of the new phase and action of the surface tension, see [1] , and K is a positive kinetic factor. If F 0 = 0 then the function (20) reduces to the linear kinetic function k(F ) = KF .
Tension of Two-Phase Rectangular Plate
As an example let us consider tension of an isotropic rectangular plate undergoing PT. The forces p uniformly distributed at the left and right plate boundaries are applied (Figure 2 ). We assume that in the undeformed state the plate consist of the phase B. Under such loading there is an plane deformation state with 
For the one-phase plate there is the following solution
where E and h are the Young's modulus and the plate thickness respectively. In the two-phase plate such solution is possible only when ν A = ν B = 0, where ν A and ν B are the Poisson ratios for the bulk material. For the sake of simplicity we follow [15] and assume that ν A = ν B = 0. In this case the problem reduces to an one-dimensional problem which is similar to the considered one in [1] or [15] . For F 0 = 0, the equilibrium deformation process is described by the path OABC, Figure 3 
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two different respective segments A + B ∞ and B − A ∞ . Such limit case describes the so-called rate-independent phase transitions [1, 23] . Let us note that in the general case ν A = ν B the deformation of the two-pase plate is described by two-dimensional problem. In this case some boundary-layer type solutions may appeared.
Conclusion
Here we introduced the configurational forces for the plate undergoing phase transformations. These expressions may be also used in the global analysis of a plate with a singular curves of another nature. For example, these approach may be used for modeling of delamination process in a sandwich plate, crack propagation, etc. Indeed, we postulate here the kinetic equation describing the quasistatic motion of singular curve on the base of the consideration of the total energy rate. For example, if one consider a sandwich plate consisting of two parts, delaminated part and undamaged one, then one can introduce a singular curve which separates these parts. Using the concept of the configurational force one may assume the kinetic equation describing the propagation of the delamination curve in the plate.
